Who We Are
Headquartered in Denver, Colorado, Tablerock Energy Services offers full-service energy
solutions, including right of way, oil and gas project management, and midstream
pipeline expertise through our Survey operations based in The Woodlands, Texas.
Our Registered Professional Land Surveyors (RPLS) offer extensive knowledge and a
commitment to quality. We serve multiple energy industries throughout North America,
focusing on oil and gas pipelines, electric transmission lines, public works and renewable
energy projects.
We specialize in all aspects of the midstream pipeline industry and have successfully
completed projects ranging from small gathering lines to major interstate
transmission pipelines.
Our commitment to doing the right thing upfront and offering operational excellence
results in cost savings and schedule reductions. With a proven track record, we pride
ourselves on delivering unmatched levels of service and accuracy through experience
and integrity.

What We Do

SURVEY
SERVICES

Our vast experience includes operating from coast to coast and throughout difficult
jurisdictions, as well as within the various shale plays throughout the U.S., including the
Marcellus, Utica, Bakken, Barnett, Eagle Ford, Niobrara, Haynesville, and Permian,
enabling us to provide our clients with a high level of understanding, capability and
knowledge in a number of areas.
Our clients trust our quality of work. We have cultivated long-lasting partnerships across
the country through the successful completion of various capital projects, including
engineering, environmental, routing and public/governmental relations.
Because our RPLS are well-versed and educated in the multiple right of way databases
and GIS project management systems currently in use across the energy industry, we are
able to manage the systems our clients prefer. Plus, we are equipped and able to
implement our own customizable system to meet any specific project needs.

We set the standard in full-service solutions
across the energy industry.

Additional Markets Served
We are passionate about revolutionizing the
energy industry. Our commitment to doing the
right thing applies across various markets. Our
teams are dedicated to providing operational
excellence, ensuring client projects are completed
on-time, within budget and securely aligned with
all regulatory mandates.
PUBLIC WORKS

Our Services
Years of experience and proven results working
within multiple disciplines have helped develop
our reputation — one we value and take pride in
— our Survey operations deliver on our promise of
Service, Integrity and Experience.

Our Survey operations provide regulatory,
relocation, and class location surveys for
government-financed and -constructed projects.
Our survey experience includes bridges, roads,
dams, railroads and other physical capital assets
and facilities.
ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION LINES

Our Registered Professional Land Surveyors
(RPLS) lead with experience, delivering the
utmost service and successfully completing
projects ranging from small gathering lines to
major interstate transmission pipelines and
dealing within shale plays throughout the U.S.
Pipeline/Boundary Survey
Existing Facilities/Utilities
Certified Boundary
Electric Transmission and
Corridor Mapping
Unit Well Location and
Layout
Detailed Center Line
Topographic
Wind and Alternate Energy
Regulatory
Road, Railroad, River
Crossing
Depth of Cover
Population Density
As-Built/Construction Survey
Preconstruction Staking
Mainline Pipeline
Construction/Record Survey

Pipeline Integrity
Easement Integrity and
Rectification Surveys
Above Ground Markers
Pig Runs and Pig Timings
Leak Detection
Anomaly Stakings and
Dig Ups
Hydrotest Survey
Depth of Cover

We have delivered quality Survey services for
several electrical transmission line projects around
the U.S., including project
pre-planning, preliminary route selection,
corridor mapping and right of way support.
RENEWABLE ENERGY
We believe in creating a sustainable future for
generations to come. Our dedication to helping
build a more sustainable energy economy is
reflected in our continuous effort to identify new
opportunities to offer Survey services to
companies that share our commitment to
providing energy from renewable sources.

Consulting Services
Data Acquisition
Survey Project Management
Survey Inspection
Survey Auditing

info@tablerockenergy.com

Contact Us

